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Long/Short

1. A dog’s leash is long/short.
A dog’s hair is long/short.
A dog’s tail is long/short.
A dog’s ears are long/short.

2. A bird has long/short legs.
A bird has a long/short beak.
A bird has a long/short tail.
A bird has a long worm.

3. An insect has a long/short body.
An insect has long/short legs.
An insect has long/short antennae.

4. A child has long/short hair.
A child’s shirt has long/short sleeves.
The children are sitting on a long bench.

5. A girl has on a long/short dress.
A hat has a long/short ribbon.
A girl has long/short hair.

6. A shelf is long/short.
A dress is long/short.
A coat is long/short.

7. A long/short rope is hanging in the gym.
The line of children waiting to climb a rope is long/short.
A child is wearing long/short pants.

8. The man is wearing a long/short tie.
The man is wearing long/short pants.
The man has long/short legs.

9. The flying insect has long/short wings.
The frog has a long/short tongue.
The flying insect has a long/short body.
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Long/Short

It’s a busy day at Manuel’s Hair Port with many people getting their
hair cut and styled.

Directions

1. Color the long/short cape on the person in the barber chair.
2. Circle the long/short scissors in the jar.
3. Underline the woman under the dryer who’s wearing a 

long/short skirt.
4. Draw a ring on the hand with long/short fingernails.
5. Color each long/short comb in the jar on the counter.
6. Put an X on a person with the long/short hairstyle.
7. Color the shirt of the hairstylist who has long/short hair.
8. Decorate the long/short towel around the neck of a woman 

under a hair dryer.
9. Draw a ring around the long/short tube of hair cream 

on the counter.
10. Draw a line over the girl at the manicure table who has 

long/short hair.

Questions

Answer each question with a complete sentence using the
concept long or short.

1. Which person is getting her hair cut short?
2. What is the woman with the long towel doing?
3. Where are the short scissors?
4. What is under the chair with the boy with short hair?
5. How many curlers are in the hair of the woman with the 

short skirt?
6. Which of the woman’s hands has short fingernails?
7. How many people have long sleeves?
8. Which tube of hair cream is nearest the scissors on 

the counter?
9. Does the electric razor have a long or short cord?

10. Which hairstylist has short hair?

Something to Think About

Which of your friends and family members have long hair and
which have short hair?  Is your hair long or short?
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